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Evaluating Water Utilities:

The Texas Water Conservation Scorecard
A REPORT SCORING
TEXAS UTILITIES ON THEIR
WATER CONSERVATION
EFFORTS SETS A
PRECEDENT FOR GAUGING
CONSERVATION PROGRESS
IN OTHER STATES.
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W

ater conservation is critical to meeting current and future
demands for water in the United States and globally. It
used to be that, other things being equal, the volume of
water needed to serve a population increased as a com
munity grew. Water use trends in recent years, however,
have demonstrated that even with population increases, reasonable reductions
in nonessential water use and improved efficiency have kept demands for
water much lower than would have been expected in the past. At a time when
the cost of developing new infrastructure continues to climb, and opposition
to many types of water projects remains strong, using conservation to help
address water demands is an important tool for water utility managers.
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In many parts of the United States,
policymakers and the public are put
ting more pressure on water utilities
to advance water conservation efforts,
and in some instances, providing
those utilities with additional re
sources to do so. Texas is one such
example, where over the past two
decades state lawmakers and agencies
have enacted a number of laws and
implemented a host of new require
ments on retail and wholesale water
utilities for water conservation plan
ning, water loss audits, and demon
strations of conservation efforts as a
condition for permits for new water
sources. The state has also provided
resources for utilities to advance con
servation, including the development
of an extensive best management
practices (BMPs) guide and a new
state funding mechanism with specific
requirements for financing water con
servation or reuse projects (Texas
Water Development Board 2013).
Texas has been duly recognized for
its laws and policies on water conser
vation—the state tied with California
for the highest score (A–) in the assess
ment of adopted statutes, regulations,
and practices for water conservation
and efficiency in a 2012 report by the
Alliance for Water Efficiency and the
Environmental Law Institute. How
ever, there was no statewide analysis
of utility conservation efforts in light
of these laws and policies until the
Texas Living Waters Project did that
analysis in early 2016.

referred to as the Scorecard)—both a
report and an interactive website
(www.texaswaterconservationscore
card.org)—which assigned a score to
each utility on the basis of ongoing
efforts to conserve water (aside from
temporary responses to drought

scrutiny of not only their traditional
mission to provide safe and reliable
water supplies, but also of their
broader management responsibilities
including encouraging, assisting, and
even requiring their customers to be
more efficient in the use of water.

Utilities may be able to enhance their
conservation efforts by addressing the individual
criteria used for the Scorecard.
conditions). The Scorecard also
provides more specifics for the
35 largest retail water utilities (those
serving populations of 100,000 or
more) through individual narratives
providing details about their water
sources, customers, and specific
water conservation activities.
Although this statewide review of
local utility conservation efforts was
specific to Texas, it sets a precedent
for interested groups to take a com
parative look across utilities in other
states—to gauge their progress in
advancing water conservation. The
Scorecard is a signal that water util
ities will be under greater public

The utility-specific narratives do not
include extensive information of water
reuse or recycling. While those poten
tial water supplies are included in the
statutory definition of “conservation”
found in the Texas Water Code, conser
vation and water reuse are often sepa
rated in various Texas water statutes
and in state and regional water plan
ning for a variety of reasons. In Texas,
the concept of indirect reuse—i.e.,
allowing a surface-water-rights holder
to discharge treated effluent into a
stream and then divert up to an equal
volume of water downstream—
complicates consideration of reuse as a
true conservation or efficiency measure.

SEEKING THE ANSWER
TO A BASIC QUESTION
The Texas Living Waters Project—
a water policy education collabora
tion of the Lone Star Chapter of the
Sierra Club (with which the authors
are affiliated), the National Wildlife
Federation, and the Galveston Bay
Foundation—analyzed publicly acces
sible information on more than 300
retail public water utilities in Texas to
answer one basic question: “Are our
water suppliers making their best
efforts to reduce per capita water
use?” The result was the Texas Water
Conservation Scorecard (hereafter

The Texas Living Waters Project is a water policy education collaboration of the Lone Star
Chapter of the Sierra Club, the National Wildlife Federation, and the Galveston Bay
Foundation. Image courtesy of Texas Living Waters Project.
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Rather than surveying retail public
water utilities, information available
in the public domain was used to
develop the Scorecard. Because of
statutory requirements in Texas,
retail utilities with 3,300 connec
tions or more, as well as other utili
ties obtaining surface water rights or
state financial assistance for water
projects, must submit a water con
servation plan to the state every five
years. In addition, those utilities
must submit annual reports on the
implementation of their conservation
plans and annual water-loss audit
reports. Although this information is
not yet directly accessible on a public

FIGURE 1
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website, the agency receiving the
data—the Texas Water Development
Board—shared current plans and
reports for this research.
In addition, water rate information
is compiled annually by the Texas
Municipal League (TML), an associa
tion that represents municipal govern
ments. These data are gathered by
directly surveying the municipalities.
Providing the information is volun
tary, so the TML compilation is not
always complete. However, the Texas
Living Waters Project contracted with
researchers at the Environmental
Finance Center (EFC) of the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to

The City of Austin (Tex.) earned a score of 90/100
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analyze the data and address any gaps
in the water rate data through followup contacts with water providers who
had not responded to the TML sur
vey. Team members also reviewed the
water conservation plans of the 126
larger utilities serving populations of
25,000 or more to obtain data about
per capita water use targets and other
relevant information.

CHOOSING THE SCORING
CRITERIA
Ten criteria were used to score the
126 larger utilities (Figure 1). The
first three criteria were whether the
utility had submitted to the state (1)
its statutorily required water conser
vation plan, (2) its most recent imple
mentation report, and (3) its most
recent annual audit report.
The fourth criterion was the utili
ty’s most recently reported water
loss—specifically, its unadjusted
total water loss. There are numerous
metrics for water loss included in the
required water audit report, but it
was decided to use one that could be
more easily understood by the pub
lic. In the end, unadjusted total water
loss was selected because it conveys
to the public a sense of the magni
tude of loss in comparison with the
infrastructure leakage index (ILI),
which is more effective—from a util
ity’s perspective—at quantifying
water loss but remains largely inde
cipherable to the layman.
Also selected were four criteria
that focus on the water conservation
plan itself; namely,
• whether the utility (or the
municipality under which it
operates) had a public website
that allowed access to the utili
ty’s conservation plan and/or
other conservation information,
• whether the utility achieved its
five-year goal for per capita
water use reduction set in its
previous five-year plan,
• whether the utility had already
achieved a low per capita water
use level (defined as 125 gpcd
or less) or had set an ambitious
goal for reducing per capita use

over the next five years
(defined as an annual average
reduction of more than
1.25%), and
• how many of the municipal
water conservation BMPs in
the state’s BMP guide the util
ity reported using.
The ninth criterion dealt with
whether a utility, or the municipality
under which it operates, had imple
mented any mandatory outdoor
watering schedules (time-of-day
restrictions or number of days per
week). In Texas, where municipal
water demand peaks dramatically in
the hot summer months, in large part
because of increased outdoor irriga
tion, this is a particularly significant
water conservation measure.
The tenth and final criterion was
whether the utility’s water rate struc
ture sends a strong water conserva
tion pricing signal to the utility’s
single-family residential customers.
Such a signal refers to a water rate
structure designed to significantly
increase customers’ water bills when
they use more than a threshold
amount of water. As recommended
by the EFC at the University of North
Carolina, this metric was defined as
the percentage of rate increase when
a customer uses 10,000 gal/month
versus 5,000 gal/month.
Each of the criteria for submission
of conservation plans, annual imple
mentation reports, and water loss
audits, and the criterion for public
website access to a utility’s conserva
tion plan or other conservation infor
mation, were assigned a possible total
of five points. The criterion regarding
achievement of the utility’s five-year
goal for water use reduction and the
criterion for the number of BMPs
adopted by the utility were each des
ignated for a possible total of 10
points. The criteria for total percent
water loss, achievement or goal for
per capita water use, outdoor water
ing restrictions, and water conserva
tion pricing signal were each assigned
a possible total of 15 points, in order
to allow credit for gradations within
each of the criteria.

Because of resource constraints,
only six of the 10 criteria were used
to evaluate the approximately 180
smaller utilities reviewed for the
Scorecard, which for this study were
defined as utilities with at least 3,300
connections and serving a population
of less than 25,000. The six criteria
that were used were submittal of con
servation plans, annual implementa
tion reports, water loss audit reports,
rate of water loss, number of conser
vation BMPs implemented, and water
conservation pricing signal.

SCORECARD FINDINGS
Using these criteria, the larger
utilities had a potential maximum
score of 100, while the smaller utili
ties could have a maximum score of
55. The results for the larger utilities
were grouped into scoring catego
ries—80–89, 70–79, 60–69, and
below 60—because this type of
breakdown is similar to an educa
tional grading system that many
people would find familiar and help
ful in understanding relative scores
among utilities. When the scoring
system was applied, the top scores in
the larger utility category went to
five utilities with a wide range of
populations (Figure 2): the cities of
Austin (90), San Marcos (85), Frisco
(82), San Angelo (81), and Lewisville
(80). Of the other 121 larger utilities,
• 18 had scores of 70–79, includ
ing two utilities that have been
widely recognized for their
conservation programs—El
Paso Water Utilities and San
Antonio Water System—and
12 cities concentrated in North
Central Texas;
• 35 had scores of 60–69, includ
ing the city utilities of Dallas
and Houston; and
• the other 68 scored less than
60, although several had scores
in the high 50s.
In other words, more than half of
the larger utilities in Texas scored less
than 60 out of 100 points in our evalu
ation of their efforts to advance water
conservation, a rather disappointing
result for conservation advocates.

When the smaller retail water utili
ties were scored out of a possible 55
points, the top score (53) went to the
Wells Branch Municipal Utility
District #1 in the Austin metropolitan
area; the breakdown for the rest was
as follows (smaller utilities were

FIGURE 2

Scores earned by
larger utilities out
of 100 total
available pointsa

Score
≥80
70–79
60–69
<60
5
18

68
35

aMore

than half of the larger utilities
scored <60.

FIGURE 3

Scores earned by
smaller utilities out
of 55 total available
pointsa

≥44
39–42
34–37
≤32
12
18

34
116

aFor

approximately 180 smaller utilities,
more than 60% scored 32.
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grouped according to break lines in
the total scores, illustrated in Figure 3):
• 12 utilities had scores of 44 or
higher;
• 18 had scores of 39 to 42;
• 34 had scores of 34 to 37; and
• over 60% of the smaller utili
ties had scores of 32 or less.

and public accessibility. About onefifth of the utilities, however, are not
submitting legally required annual
reports on the implementation of
their conservation plans or are not
submitting their legally required
water audit reports detailing water
loss in their systems.

Over half of the larger utilities beat the five-year
targets for water use reductions that they set in
their previously submitted conservation plans.
There was no discernible
geographic or other common char
acteristics of the smaller utilities in
any of these scoring clusters.
Utilities may be able to enhance
their conservation efforts by address
ing the individual criteria used for the
Scorecard. Specifically, over half of the
larger retail public water utilities in
Texas and almost two-thirds of the
smaller utilities would need to sub
stantially increase their water conser
vation efforts to approach the poten
tial that conservation provides to meet
the municipal water needs of the state.
On the basis of the Scorecard, the
majority of utilities in Texas are sub
mitting legally required water con
servation plans to the state, but these
plans vary widely in quality, detail,

Approximately 40% of the utilities
reported water losses of 11% or
greater of the water pumped through
their systems, and roughly one-fifth of
the utilities reported a water loss of
greater than 15%. However, questions
arose regarding the quality of some of
these self-reported water audits.
Over half of the larger utilities beat
the five-year targets for water use
reductions that they set in their previ
ously submitted conservation plans.
One-fourth of them did not meet
their targets, and the remainder could
not be evaluated because they did not
include that information in their
annual reports. For those utilities that
met their five-year targets, the factors
leading to their success are not clear
at this time, but they included the

In Texas, municipal water demand peaks dramatically in hot summer months, in large part
because of increased outdoor irrigation. Source: PranFoto/Shutterstock.com.
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effects of any drought contingency
plans implemented during dry years
in that five-year period, such as the
exceptional drought year of 2011.
Only 13% of the larger retail public
water utilities in Texas have met a
water use rate of 140 gpcd or less.
Sadly, that level was recommended for
municipal water suppliers by the state’s
Water Conservation Implementation
Task Force, the predecessor to the cur
rent Water Conservation Advisory
Council, over a decade before the
Scorecard findings.
Of more than 20 BMPs recom
mended for municipal water provid
ers in the state’s BMP Guide, only
45% of the larger utilities and only
one-fifth of the smaller utilities
reported they are using more than
five BMPs. Only eight of the 126
larger utilities and none of the smaller
utilities are using 15 or more BMPs.
Only a third of the larger utilities
in Texas place any limitations on
outdoor landscape watering on an
ongoing basis in nondrought peri
ods. In addition, approximately onehalf of larger water utilities in Texas
and one-third of smaller utilities
have water rate structures that send
a relatively strong conservation pric
ing signal to their customers.

LOOKING BEYOND TEXAS
Although this evaluation focused
on Texas, the Scorecard research
and the response to its release have
broader implications for water util
ity professionals outside the state.
These are highlighted in the follow
ing sections.
Compliance with reporting requirements and accuracy of data submitted.
Not every state has the extensive
requirements for water conservation
planning and reporting and water
loss auditing that Texas does. But
where any such requirements exist, it
is important that utility managers
ensure that their operations are com
pliant with those requirements and
that any data submitted for verifica
tion are accurate. Leaving aside any
possible enforcement and public
accountability issues, utilities run the

risk of not getting credit for their
water conservation activities, or being
evaluated as poor performers, if they
do not submit required documents to
appropriate state or regional authori
ties or if they provide reports that are
incomplete or inaccurate.
For example, during the Scorecard
project, those relatively few utilities
that did not turn in conservation
plans to the state, and a larger num
ber of utilities that had not filed
annual implementation reports or
water audit reports, received no
points on several important factors.
More importantly, of course, the
failure to submit plans, audits, or
reports undermines the ability of
those utilities to take advantage of
possible ways to address water de
mands in a cost-effective manner,
pinpoint problem areas that could be
tackled, or assess the relative success
or shortcomings of various conserva
tion and efficiency measures. When
required reports are not submitted to
the state, technical experts are not
able to determine which utilities
might benefit from employing certain
conservation initiatives or those that
need technical or financial assistance
which may be available to them. This
may be especially critical for smaller
utilities that do not necessarily have
in-house conservation expertise or the
resources to carry out conservation
efforts on their own.
Not only is it important to turn in
required reports, it is also imperative
to make sure that such reports are
accurate. At least one utility manager
was embarrassed to learn after the
release of our Scorecard that his utility
had miscalculated its water loss in the
most recent water audit. The report
submitted to the state indicated an
unadjusted total water loss of a
whopping 28%! When that figure
became public with the release of the
Scorecard, the utility’s manager
expressed disbelief to the local news
paper that the system’s water loss was
so much, saying that he felt the water
loss rate was only about 10% (Collins
2016a). However, after checking fur
ther, he found that indeed the utility

Unadjusted total water loss, a scoring criterion on the Texas Water Conservation Scorecard,
was selected because it conveys a sense of magnitude of loss compared with other metrics.
Source: Giorgio Rossi/Shutterstock.com.

had reported incorrectly on the basis
of a calculation error (Collins 2016b).
The takeaway message is that the
public expects accuracy in water
accounting, and a utility’s credibility
may be undermined when a mistake
is publicly revealed.
Media interest in water loss. The
release of the Scorecard received
extensive media coverage throughout
Texas, including articles in many local
news sources and on social media.
The level of press attention would
likely have been even higher if parts
of Texas had not been experiencing
heavy rainfall and even some flooding
at the time (it’s hard to get people to
focus on conserving water in the mid
dle of a downpour). Nevertheless,

This attention that water loss gener
ates should not be unexpected. Cus
tomers who ultimately bear the overall
costs of their utility’s supply and dis
tribution system are not happy about
covering the expense of treating and
pumping millions of gallons of water
that is lost because of leaking pipe
lines, water main breaks, or illegal
diversion. Moreover, customers may
rightly take umbrage at being asked by
their water utility to reduce their per
capita use when the utility itself is not
taking the steps necessary to minimize
water loss in its own operations.
Again, there is room for disagree
ment about which is the best metric
to communicate water loss, but it
seems clear that, ideally, such a metric

Although this evaluation focused on Texas, the
Scorecard research and the response to its
release have broader implications for water utility
professionals outside the state.
numerous reporters were interested in
how their communities ranked on
water conservation and emphasized
water loss—either highlighting exces
sive loss or touting a local utility’s
record in curbing water loss, depend
ing on their score on that measure.

would be useful for water utility
professionals and meaningful to
others. And again, for people outside
the water industry, the ILI is probably
not the ideal metric. Nevertheless, if
there is any one area on which utility
managers should focus to advance
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efficient water use, it is probably the
one that is most directly under their
control—minimizing water loss. This
is one area that grabs the attention of
the news media, the public, and ulti
mately policymakers—and all of
these groups are looking to utilities to
make progress in curbing water loss.

limitations, approximately 60%
applied only time-of-day restrictions,
allowing customers to water outdoor
landscape, or at least water their lawns,
in the early morning and evenings but
not during the hotter times of the day
in an attempt to avoid excessive water
evaporation and waste.

The public expects accuracy in water accounting,
and a utility’s credibility may be undermined when
a mistake is publicly revealed.
Outdoor landscape watering restrictions as a conservation measure. One
significant finding of the Scorecard
research, augmented by previous
Living Waters Project research and
interactions with several wholesale
and retail water utilities in Texas, is
that the majority of larger retail util
ities are not taking advantage of rea
sonable outdoor landscape watering
restrictions. While the relative sig
nificance of outdoor landscape
watering varies from state to state
depending on climatic and other fac
tors, it plays a major role in munici
pal water use in most areas of Texas,
especially those communities with a
large number of single-family resi
dences with traditional turf land
scapes. In fact, one analysis con
ducted by Texas Water Development
Board researchers found that ap
proximately “31 percent of singlefamily residential annual water con
sumption [in Texas] is dedicated to
outdoor purposes” (Hermitte &
Mace 2012). No doubt outdoor
landscape watering is a major
demand of municipal water in places
with hot, dry summers and similar
single-family components of the util
ity customer base.
As noted previously, the Scorecard
research found that only about onethird of larger retail water utilities in
Texas put any limitations on outdoor
landscape watering, except those
imposed during the implementation
of a drought contingency plan. Of
those utilities that imposed such
36

The other 40% of those larger
utilities with outdoor watering
restrictions—19 utilities—limited
outdoor watering to no more than
twice a week (or in the case of the
city of Austin, as of spring 2016, no
more than once a week by an auto
mated irrigation system). Testimony
by these water utilities and their
wholesale water providers before
state legislative committees and in
other public forums have touted the
positive impact of “no more than
twice a week” watering limitations
in reducing per capita water use and
expanding the time frame for exist
ing water supplies to meet customer
demands. Several of these entities
first learned the benefit of such out
door watering restrictions in imple
menting drought contingency plans
in 2011 and earlier, and they made
those restrictions ongoing (on at
least a seasonal basis) even during
nondrought conditions.
The potential for reducing munic
ipal water use in the two most popu
lous water planning regions in Texas
through adopting the “no more than
twice a week” outdoor watering
limitation was examined in an earlier
report, Water Conservation by the
Yard: Estimating Savings From
Outdoor Watering Restrictions
(National Wildlife Federation &
Sierra Club 2015). The report con
servatively estimated a savings of
more than 120,000 acre-ft/year in
the North Central Texas region and
more than 62,000 acre-ft/year in the
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Houston–Galveston region as a
result of the imposition of just this
one conservation measure.
There are costs for enforcement
of such limitations, but in general,
if there are specific time frames for
time-of-day watering schedules and
specific days for when certain
households are allowed to water
(odd–even street address schedules
are common), to some extent the
outdoor watering restrictions
enforce themselves as good actors
report violators. Existing local law
enforcement officers may monitor
for violations when patrolling
neighborhoods, and administrative
fines for violations may be used to
cover the costs of enforcement as
well as to provide education on
landscape watering.
Education on appropriate out
door watering practices and land
scape choices is indeed a key accom
paniment to watering restrictions.
While there may be homeowners
who bristle at any restrictions on
lawn watering, that opposition or
concern may be addressed by a util
ity sharing information on studies
(e.g., De Oreo 2011) that indicate
the potential to reduce overwatering
(i.e., applying more water than is
needed to maintain healthy vegeta
tion). A utility does not have to rein
vent the wheel in this regard because
there are a growing number of
resources for guidance on appropri
ate landscape watering, which may
be particularly helpful to smaller
utilities implementing outdoor
watering restrictions.
Of course, in many circumstances,
the decision to employ outdoor water
ing limitations may not rest with the
utility itself but rather with an elected
body, such as a city council. That
brings in a whole set of political factors
that may circumscribe what could be
accomplished. However, there is a
growing and successful track record
for using watering limitations, and the
findings of the Scorecard research
show that many Texas utilities
could take advantage of outdoor
watering limitations.

Public accessibility of water conservation information. Using outdoor
watering schedules as an example,
one problem that was encountered
in gathering data to develop the
Scorecard was the wide disparity
among utility and municipal web
sites in the information available
on water conservation and how it
was presented. Although there are
many ways in which a utility may
communicate with its customers,
websites and other electronic
means are increasingly the sources
of information most frequently
used by the public.
In researching the Scorecard, util
ity websites were found to be used
primarily (but not exclusively) to
determine the details of a utility’s
watering restrictions. Some web
sites were user-friendly in providing
that information, while others
required considerable time to find
it. The lack of clarity in that respect
led to some initial errors in scoring
utilities, but more important is
whether a utility’s customers and
the general public can find what
they need. Certainly, if a utility has
rebate or retrofit programs to expand
installation of water-conserving
fixtures or landscapes, or if it pro
vides landscape irrigation audits,
then information about how to
access those incentives and services
needs to be presented clearly on the
utility website as well as through
other means. And although one
might assume that larger utilities
with larger staffs would provide
more informative websites than
other utilities, the Scorecard
research did not find that neces
sarily to be the case.
One of the developments in Texas,
which is gaining momentum but is
not yet reflected in the Scorecard, is
the adoption of advanced metering
systems or other procedures for pro
viding customers with more detailed
and timely information about their
water use so that they can adjust to
save water and money. To some ex
tent this movement is being facilitated by a new state financial

The Texas Living Waters Project helps utilities manage water resources as efficiently and
effectively as possible for the benefit of both people and the environment. Source: Texas Living
Waters Project. Photo courtesy of the Recreational Boating & Fishing Foundation.

assistance program approved by the
Texas legislature and voters in 2013—
the State Water Implementation
Fund for Texas (SWIFT) and a
related fund. One of the hallmarks
of this new funding mechanism is
that the legislature has directed the
state agency administering the
fund—the Texas Water Development
Board—to seek to apply not less
than 20% of the funds to water con
servation or reuse projects.
Already, cities with retail water
utilities such as Fort Worth and Bed
ford have applied for and received
state financial assistance through
SWIFT to install advanced metering
systems to aid in proper water

metering systems. Although this
innovation may not yet be relevant
to utilities of all sizes because of
the initial cost of installing meterreading systems and subsequent
costs of maintenance, the costeffectiveness of the systems is
likely to improve as more utilities
adopt this approach. The side ben
efit of making it possible for more
utility customers to gain real-time
information about their water use,
coupled with other educational
efforts by utilities, should help
advance water conservation. This
enhancement of water utility oper
ations should be captured in the
next iteration of the Scorecard.

One of the developments in Texas is the adoption of
advanced metering systems or other procedures
for providing customers with more detailed and
timely information about their water use.
acc ounting and communications
with customers on water use
(Kramer 2016). And, while Fort
Worth serves over 700,000 people
and Bedford has a population of
just under 50,000, both communi
ties see value in improving their

CONCLUSION
One of the primary goals of the
Texas Living Waters Project is to
promote the efficient use of water
resources in Texas, and the prepa
ration and dissemination of the
Scorecard was a milestone in the
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project’s work to advance conser
vation. The project partners recog
nize, however, that no scorecard
provides a complete picture of
what water utilities are doing to
promote conservation and effi
ciency. The project partners also
know that water utilities in Texas
and around the country are chal
lenged in trying to balance their
responsibility to encourage their
customers to use water wisely with
the reality of having to meet the
utility’s financial obligations,
which are largely dependent on
revenue from water sales.
New advances by utilities will be
reflected on the Scorecard website as
they occur, and ultimately an
updated Scorecard report will be
prepared when the next round of
conservation plans is due to be sub
mitted to the state in 2019. Improved
scores are expected for all retail
water utilities at that time.
The Scorecard report concluded that
while Texas retail water utilities are
making progress on water conserva
tion, the overall rate of progress is slow.
It is hoped that the findings in the
Scorecard will lead to increased focus
on reducing water use and controlling
water loss in utilities around the state
so that the potential for conservation—
envisioned in the laws and policies
that have been adopted over the last
two decades for state and regional
water planning—will be achieved.
To this end, the Texas Living Waters
Project partners will continue to be
a resource to help utilities in the
state manage water resources as
efficiently and effectively as possible
for the benefit of both people and
the environment.
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